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Explore the world of Digital Fabric Printing! Take your first step to a
Creative Career
Business for Sale Description
Digital Fabric Printing Business for Sale Melbourne
Digital Fabric Printer has been in operation for over 5 years. With a strong reputation and wide range of clientele this
business will suit :
Someone who is looking to expand their existing offering to their clients. For example an existing printing company,
events company or graphic design firm.
A fashion designer or clothing manufacturer.
Someone looking to work from home with minimal hours required and a reliable income.
Someone looking for a career change into a creative field!
The Digital Fabric Printer prints onto various types of polyester based fabrics such as satin, velcro, calvary,
poly/cotton and much more. Used to print meterage fabric for swimwear labels, fashion labels, banners, signage and
much more. Major clients and repeat business. TheyÃ¢Â€Â™ve worked with massive retailers, small businesses,
students and individuals. State of the art website with over 3000 visitors per month.
Business comes complete with:
Roland RE640 printer and accessories. Original RRP $24,000.
Maxipress which is 100 x 80cm in press size used to print squares in studio and for sampling. Original RRP $15,000.
Website with strong SEO presence.
All intellectual property.
Run by 1 full timer staff member who is based in the Philippines who manages the production schedule, quotes,
phone calls, online chats and day to day operations. The working owner puts in 1 day per week completing
production and the rest is managed offshore. This business has been setup in an efficient way to have minimal
overheads whilst offering a strong customer service experience. This is the perfect first business for the right buyer!
The business can easily be taken over with full training provided by the vendor. Youtube videos have been created
for a smooth handover and thorough training. All operations are run from a private premise in Abbotsford, and are
totally relocatable. Full business details are available after completing a confidentiality agreement with the listing
agent.
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